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THE OMG REPLICABILITY ROADMAP

Please note: OMG’s Replicability Roadmap is a proven system. It takes work to learn the system, and work to run the
system. And then the results are reliable as they are astonishing!

Elephant in the Room Webinar of the Century!
THE REPLICABILITY ROADMAP is based on the method that Greg Morrison used to go from
working a day job and struggling to make ends meet, to becoming a multi-millionaire.
First Greg made one website. That website generated lots of valuable web traffic. Greg then
replicated that website again and again, day after day and night after night. He called these
websites OMG Machines. OMG for One Man Gang, because Greg has no employees, yet his skills
give him the power of many. Machines for the way these sites spit out money like an ATM.
As Greg made millions he showed a small underground group of individuals that we call OMG’ers
his system. But there’s a twist. Because Greg didn’t just show the finished results. Instead Greg
started from scratch and built a brand new highly profitable OMG Machine website, and recorded
every mouse click and every keystroke. That gave OMG’ers the edge to get started and have wild
success.
Does the Replicability Roadmap still work today? Yes! As good if not better than ever. Here’s
today’s OMG Replicability Roadmap:

Greg Morrison

www.omgmachines.com

Joe Marfoglio
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Step 1: Millionaire digital
marketing agents Greg
Morrison and Joe Marfoglio
just created a brand new
OMG Machine website
That site (which we will reveal on our OMG State of Digital Marketing 2019 webinar https://omgmachines.com/webby) now generates web traffic valued at $10,000/month to
$40,000 per month according to independent web research firm SEM Rush.

Members of our OMG program follow Greg and Joe’s training, and are able to ask Greg, Joe and
our team questions, and they are now replicating Greg and Joe’s site like crazy.
Our members are using these OMG Machines sites to make money in 3 multi billion dollar market
places.

www.omgmachines.com
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Marketplace #1
Many OMG’ers are digital marketing agents getting paid $1000/mo
all the way up to $30,000/month PER CLIENT in the lucrative Search
Engine Optimization (SEO) Services industry that’s worth 80 BILLION
dollars in the US alone!
SEO boils down to the skill of being able to bring web traffic to a website, organically from the
massive Google search engine - the biggest source of targeted traffic in the world.
Aaron is an example of an OMG’er who makes his money with clients as a highly skilled OMG
powered Digital Marketing Agent. He sent in this earnings report last week:

Aaron went from living in a 600 square foot house to 3000 square foot house, from driving one
old car to now driving 2 new ones, and from struggling to a 6-figure per year income!

www.omgmachines.com
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Marketplace #2
Many OMG’ers are affiliate marketers, where they sell other people’s
products without ever paying for inventory or having to do any of the
customer services. That’s almost a 7 billion dollar industry.

Ryan is an example of an OMG-powered affiliate marketer. Ryan sent in this earnings report two
weeks ago - he now makes around $30,000 per month, 80% profit as an affiliate:

www.omgmachines.com
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Marketplace #3
Many OMG’ers are ecommerce sellers, taking part in the vast 400 billion
dollar per year plus ecommerce industry.

We got an example of an OMG’er who’s using ecommerce William Smith, who let us know in
January 2019 that went from working a 9-5 job to now making as much as $40,000 per month
with ecommerce:

Please note: William ALSO has clients that pay as much as $6000 per month for SEO services - because MANY
OMG’ers do 2 of our 3 methods, or even 3 of 3!

www.omgmachines.com
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Jared Smith

Under David’s guidance OMG has become
a MOVEMENT. At OMG we say you build
or you beg. You beg for grades, for jobs,
for raises or just not to lose your job. Or
you BUILD something of enormous value
that can make you wealthy! OMG’ers have
become so passionate that several have
gone to the length of getting OMG themed
Tattoos!

Luke Gray

Jeff Pittard

This roadmap is so effective because
it’s designed by OMG President David
Mills who’s a world class strategist and
accelerated learning expert. David handpicked Greg, Joe and our whole OMG team,
and put them in the perfect position to help
our members thrive! Which is why they
have such incredible success - like you can
see on our members success instagram:
Instagram.com/poweredbyomg

David Mills

How the Replicability
Roadmap came to be

www.omgmachines.com
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So get ready for Wednesday’s extraordinary State of Digital Marketing
2019 on the source of 3 INC 5000 2018 fastest growing companies
in the world, and dozens of other wildly successful digital marketing
agents.
PLUS we’ve got the big reveal - what is the OMG Machines website
that is currently generating between $10,000 per month and $40,000
per month worth of web traffic, according to web traffic analysis
firm SEM Rush? The site Greg and Joe created, step by step, over
the shoulder, recording every mouse click and every keystroke? That
happens on Wednesday’s LIVE webinar!

Elephant In The Room Webinar of the Century!

www.omgmachines.com
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